


With an artful blend of design and technology, we’ve created  
the Moda® Ceramic Pressed Paver range for contemporary  
outdoor environments. A European-inspired array of natural 
colours and textures, all offered in a very fashionable large format. 

With the elegance  
and style of Moda,®  
what you do on the 
outside will affect  
you so much on the 
inside. Accentuate  
and embrace your 
lifestyle with a  
choice of five unique 
Moda® moods.  





Make a connection with your 
environment, create a sense  
of harmony and bring balance  
to your space.

The delight of spending time in an environment that 

reflects your personal taste and the promise of good 

things to come with friends or that someone special. 

Not only will you be building your lifestyle on a trusted 

brand, you’ll be creating something unique and enduring 

for friends, family, as well as yourself. 

Dependable, solid and irresistible, the Moda® range  

easily embraces and enhances the outdoor living  

space of today. So you can be sure that, be it a poolside,  

patio or outside expanse, the new Italian-designed  

Moda® Ceramic Pressed Paver range from  

Austral Bricks™ will take you to that special place. 

Choose a colour to suit your mood



Moda® also brings substance and 
honesty to your surrounds, with its 
natural texture, finish and durability. 
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Moda®sol   
Laid in a running bond pattern
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Moda®zumo  
Laid in a running bond pattern 

Moda®sol  
Laid in a running bond pattern

Moda®sanza  
Laid in a stack bond pattern

Moda®leola  
Laid in a stack bond pattern 
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Moda®bello  
Laid in a herringbone pattern
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A design innovation in pavers from

300 x 300 x 40mm 
600 x 300 x 40mm
Body Paver and Bullnose

Frost Resistant

Suitable for Salt Water Pools

Hard Wearing

Slip Resistant


